SVP Essential Formulation System.
MODULAR LIQUID PROCESSING, PERFECTED TO ITS ESSENCE.

Your Benefits

- GMP process flexibility with unparalleled speed and convenience
- Efficient base-variant of the proven SVP System
- Fully integrated and automated system
- Fast delivery within 6 months
- Complete functionality for the intended range of products
- Drop-in configuration that can be rapidly installed, qualified and put into operation
- Highest quality from decades of experience in the engineering and design of process systems

Filter Modules
- Independent gas filters
- Product filtration

Technical Skid
- Excellent accessibility
- Easy maintenance and servicing

Preparation and Storage Vessel
- High ease of use
- Ergonomic accessibility

Suspension Emulsion
- Product circulation filling line
- Homogenizer

Different Vessel Size and Configuration Options
Applications

- GMP processing formulation of small volume parenteral
- Single- or multi-product processing
- Most aqueous solution and suspensions products
- Batch sizes from 50 to 1000 L
- For new or modernization projects
- Stand-alone or as integrated system with Syntegon filling line

Technical Features

- Fully integrated and automated system
- 1- or 2- vessel standard configurations
- Over 40 pretested functional modules available
- Entire system suitable for cleanroom
- Automation architecture structured according to ISA-88
- Integrated interface to filling line from Syntegon with shared CIP/SIP

Delivery and Start-Up

- Pre-fabricated, drop-in configuration that can be rapidly delivered, installed, qualified, and put into operation
- Transportation in a standard shipping container, only the vessels are removed for shipment
- Easy installation, short commissioning time
- Full range of qualification and start-up support services